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irish tune 
lyrics & music by steve goldberger

it was late last night
and i heard the wind blow

and the sound bought back 
memories of you

we’d share a glass of merlot
in the fresh fallen snow

and i would sing you a sweet irish tune

you would sit by the fire
with your face all aglow 

sometimes it would shine 
like the moon

play it soft play it slow
it was so long ago

you’d say sing me a sweet irish tune

but years have passed by
and i’m all alone

and you’re just a fond fading memory

so i’ll sing you the song 
that i sang way back then

when our love was like a sad irish tune
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new year’s revolution
lyrics by steve goldberger

music by steve goldberger & eric mahar
it‘s the first day of the new year

and i ain’t got no resolutions to make me a better man
i don’t want no yoga classes or trendy tai chi meditation

don’t have any strategies or goals for self improvement
i’m gonna find my balance on my own 

gonna have some fun and start a new year’s revolution

don’t have any reasons to learn a new language
i’m having enough trouble as it is with one that i know 

don’t need to learn to cook or dance
my moves just suit me fine

don’t need a diet or detox to survive
just being with you keeps me strong and alive

i can speak my mind or be a fool 
without fear of retribution

don’t have any strategies or goals for self improvement 
i’m gonna find my balance on my own 

gonna have some fun and start a new year’s revolution 
ain’t got no goals for self improvement
 i’m gonna fight my demons on my own

gonna have some fun and start a new year’s revolution
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clueless
lyrics by steve goldberger & dory karr

music by steve goldberger

you can be so insecure, what’s going on with you?
why do you resent the truth, you can’t see my point of view

everything looks easy, if it’s work then there’s something wrong
you never learned that talent is boundless 

and discipline is strong

you’re so clueless, you’re so clueless
you don’t know what’s going on

you don’t seem to understand why good friends are all gone
maybe you expect too much 

though they’ve backed you all along
they’ve all given up on you 

because you never seem to learn
how to bear the honest truth
when it’s all that you deserve

maybe we will love again and forget it all in time 
oh but baby that could never happen

you’ve gone and crossed the line
i was never on your “A” list baby

i was always left behind
but it doesn’t matter anymore

because now i know that you are so damn clueless
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